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Abstract. Swpose O’, I I), (Z, I I) ad (VI I) are Banach spaces and denote M(Z,Y) the 
Banach space of all essentially bounded Bochner measurable functions from the interval 
Z = [0, a] into Y. Assume y belongs to M(Z, Y) and T is nonanticipating and Lipschitzian 
operation from an initial domain D(z, Y) into M(Z, Z). For a given control function u in 
M(Z, V), we will prove existence and uniqueness of the solution to the nonlinear dynamical 
model y’(t) = j(t,g(t),T(y)(t),u(t)) for almost all t in I. We will show, there exist an 
optimal control u in Q, compact subset of M(Z, U) satisfying this dynamical system and 
optimizes the functional 
P(u) = so* g(t, y(t),T(y),4t))dt. 
SECTION 1: BASIC DEFINITIONS 
Let I be a compact interval [O,tl] and S the open interval {t : t < 0). Assume that J 
denote the union of the interval S and I. The notation M(K, Y) will be used to denote 
the Banach of all essentially bounded Bochner measurable functions from an 
interval K into a Banach space Y with respect to the classical Lebesgue measure. The 
norm of this space will be understood as the essential supremum norm. 
Denote by L(IC,Y) the Banach space of all Lipschitzian function y strongly dif- 
ferentiable almost everywhere on K to Y. 
A function z from the space L(S,Y) is called initial function. Denote by O(z,Y) 
the subset of the space L(J, Y) consisting of all functions y such that y(t) = z(t) on S 
That is, 
D(z, Y) = {y in L(J, Y) : yls = z} (1.1) 
Such a set will be called initial domain corresponding to the initial function t. For 
a fixed function t, the set D(z, Y) can be considered as a subset of the space M(J, Y). 
On the space M(I, Y), for each non-negative real number k, a norm 1 Ik, called the 
k-norm in the sequel, is introduced according to the formula: 
lylk = ess. sup{eWk”ly(t)l : t in I} (1.2) 
For k = 0, (1.2) implies the following relation 
1~10 = ess. sup{jy(t)l : t in I} 
Notice that for every k the norms I Ik and ) 10 are equivalent. 
Let (Y, I I> ad (2, I I) b e B anach spaces. An operator P from a subset D of Y into Z 
is said to be Lipschitzian, if there exists a constant Lp > 0, such that 
for all ~1, yz in D. 
RYl) - WYz)l L 4JYl - Y2l (1.3) 
A Lipschitzian operator P from a subset D of M(I, Y) into the space M(I, U) is called 
an operator of exponential type if for some constants bp > 0 and ko, 
lP(Yl) - P(Y2)Ik I bJlY1 - Y2lk (1.4) 
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for all yi, y2 in D and all k 2 kc. 
Denote by lPlerp the minimum of all numbers bp satisfying the inequality (1.4). 
An operator P from a subset D of the space M(J,Y) into M(I, U) will be called 
nonanticipating if for every two function y, z in D and every number s in the interval 
I, then y(t) = t(t) f or almost all t < s implies that the images P(y) and P(z) coincide 
almost all t < s. 
Let Y and 2 be Banach spaces and Ii’ an interval. Let Lip(K, Y; 2) denote the set of 
all functions f from the product K x Y into 2 such that for some constant L we have 
If(k Y) - f@,?i)l i LIY - 81 
for all y and J in Y and t in I, and moreover for every fixed y in Y, the function f( ., y) 
belongs to the space M(K, 2). This space Lip(K, Y; 2) will be called the lip-space 
generated by the interval K and the Banach spaces Y and 2. 
Consider a fixed function f belongs to Lip(K, Y;Z). Define an operator F by the 
formula z = F(y) for a fixed y in M(K, Y) if and only if z(t) = j(t, y(t)) for all t in I. 
This operator will be called the operator induced by the function f belongs to the 
space 
Lip(K,Y; 2). 
Suppose (Y, I I) and (2, I I) are Banach spaces and K is an interval in R and let f in 
Lip(K,Y; Z), then the operator F induced by the function f is well defined from the 
space M(K, Y) into M(K, Z) and it is nonanticipating and lipschitzian with Lipschitz 
constant equal to the Lipschitz constant of the inducing function f. 
Lemma 1.1: The class of nonanticipating and Lipschitzian operators is closed under com- 
position operation and Cartesian product of operators. Certain delay operators as well 
as certain integral operators are examples of nonanticipating operators. 
Lm If f belongs to the Lip-space Lip(I, Y; Z), then the induced operator F 
generated by f is nonanticipating and Lipschitzian. 
Lemma 1.3: Assume that the interval I is contained in the interval J. Let Y and Z be two 
Banach spaces. Assume D C M(I, Z) is a domain closed under stationary extensions. If 
the operator G is nonanticipating and Lipschitzian from D into M(I,Y), then G is an 
operator of exponential type, for some constants L and Ice we have 
IG(Y) - GtJ)In: < LIY - Flk 
for all y and a in D and all k: > Lc. One may assume that L = IGl and Ko = 0. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let the operator G be a nonanticipating and Lipschitzian operator from 
D(z,Y) into M(I,Y). Th ere exists a unique trajectory y in the space D(z, Y) satisfying 
the dynamical system 
y’(t) = G(y)(t) for almost all t in I. 
SECTION 2: 
(1.5) 
Let f be a function in the space Lip(I,Y x Z x U;Y). For any given function u in 
M(I, v), 
y’(t) = f (t, y(t), T(Y)@), u(t)) (2.1) 
can be viewed as a nonanticipating operator differential equation like (1.5). By Theorem 
1.1 there exists a unique solution y in D(z,Y) satisfying the equation (2.1) for almost 
all t in I. This defines an operator 8 as follows: 
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B : M(I, V) + D(z, Y) with 19(u) = y. (2.2) 
A function u is called an admissible control function, if u belongs to the space 
M(I, w. 
Operator 0 Mapping Control u into Trajectory y: 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose f belongs to Lip(I, Y x Z x U;Y), Let T be a nonanticipating 
and Lipschitzian operator from an initial domain D(z, Y) into the space M(I, Z). Then 
for every control function u in the space M(I, U) there exists a unique solution y in 
D(z, Y) satisfying the differential equation 
for almost all t in I. 
y’(t) = f(t> y(t), T(Y)(~), u(t)) 
Proof: Consider a fixed control u in M(I, V). Let E be the identity operator on M(I, Y), 
that is E(y) = y for all y in M(I,Y). The operator E is nonanticipating and Lips- 
chitzian. By assumption the operator T is a nonanticipating and Lipschitzian operator 
form o(z,Y) into M(I,Z). L t e us define the constant operator U,, by the formula 
U,,(y) = u for all y in D(t,Y). Define the operator g by the relation 
g(y) = (NYMY), Us> 
for all y in D(z,Y). Notice that g = E x T x U,. Notice that U, is nonanticipating 
and Lipschitzian. Since Cartesian product of nonanticipating Lipschitzian operators is a 
nonanticipating Lipschitzian operator (Lemma 1.1). Thus the operator g is nonantici- 
pating and Lipschitzian . 
Now define an operator G by the formula G(y) = f(t,g(y)(t)) for all y in D(x,Y) and 
all t belongs to I. Notice that G = F a g where F denotes the operator induced by the 
function f. Recall the F(y)(t) = f(t, y(t)) for all y in M(I, Y x Z x U) and for all t in 1. 
The operator F induced by the function f in Lip(I, Y x Z x U; Y) is nonanticipating and 
Lipschitzian (see Lemma 1.2). Thus the operator G as a composition of the operator F 
with the operator g is nonanticipating and Lipschitzian. The differential equation (2.1) 
now can be written in the form 
y’(t) = G(y)(t) for almost all t belongs to I. (24 
Now we can use the existence and uniqueness theorem for nonanticipating operator 
differential equations. Since G is nonanticipating and Lipschitzian operator, by Theorem 
1.1 there exists a unique solution y in the initial domain D(z,Y). Thus the operator 
0 mapping an admissable control u in M(1, U) into the solution y in D(z, Y) is well 
defined. Q.E.D. 
Lemma 2.11 Suppose the function f in Lip(I; Y x Z x U, Y) and y in D(z, Y). Then 
the differential equation (2.1) is equivalent to the following integral equation 
y(t) = z(O) + J’ f (s, Y(S), z(s), u(s)& (24 
0 
for all t belongs to I, where z = T(y). 
CONTINUITY OF THE OPERATOR 8: 
In this section we shall prove that the operator 0 mapping admissable control function 
‘1~ in M(I,U) into trajectories y in O(e,Y) is continuous generated by the space of 
Bochner summable functions. 
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By the L-seminorm we shall mean the seminorm 1 1~ defined by the formula 
for all TV in the space of summable functions. The topology generated by L-seminorm on 
the space of Bochner summable functions called th.e L-topology. 
Pronosition 2.1: Suppose that the operator T from an initial domain D(z,Y) to the 
space M(I, 2) is nonanticipating and Lipschitzian. Assume that f belongs to the space 
Lip(l,Y x 2 x U; Y). Then the operator 0 defined by (2.2) is continuous from M(I, V) 
with the L-topology into the space D(z,Y) with its usual supremum norm topology. 
CONTINUITY OF THE PERFORMANCE INDEX: 
Suppose the performance index P is generated by the function fo belongs to 
Lip(1, Y x 2 x U; R) by means of the formula 
P(u) = /” fo(t, ~(4, T(Y)@), u(t)W. (2.6) 
0 
for every u in M(I, V). In the following proposition we can show the continuity of 
functional P from the space M(I, V) equipped with the L-topology into space R of reals. 
Pronosition 2.2: Let fo belong to Lip(1, Y x 2 x U; R). Let (Y, I I), (2, I I) and (V, I I) 
be Banach spaces. Assume u belongs to M(I, V). If T from D(z, Y) to M(I, 2) is 
nonanticipating and Lipschitzian, then the functional P defined in (2.6) is continuous 
from the space M(I, V) of essentially bounded Bochner measurable functions equipped 
with the L-topology, into the space R of reals with the usual topology. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let (Y, I I), (2, 1 I), and (U, I I) be B anach spacesi Assume that f in the 
space Lip(l, YxZxU; Y) and fo in the space Lip(1, YxZxU; R). Let the operator T from 
D(x,Y) to M(I,Z) b e nonanticipating and Lipschitzian. If & is a compact subset of 
M(I, U) generated by L-topology then there exists an optimal control u in maximizing 
the functional P. 
proof: By Theorem 1.1, for a given control function u in Q, where Q is a compact 
domain, there exists a unique solution y = 0(u) in D(x,Y). The performance index P 
is a continuous functional on the domain Q, with respect to the topology generated by 
the semi-norm takes on its maximum (minimum) value on any compact domain Q. Thus 
there exists an optimal control u in Q optimizes the functional P. Q.E.D. 
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